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1. INTRODUCTION
Throughout this paper R is a commutative noetherian ring with unit. If
i .M is an R-module and I an ideal of R, we denote by H M the ith localI
 .  < 4cohomology module of M with support in V I s P P > I, P g Spec A .
The local cohomology modules have been widely studied by a number of
authors. Yet despite much effort, the structure of these modules is still full
of mystery. In recent years, some important properties of the local coho-
i .mology module H R were established when R is a regular ring contain-I
ing a field.
Let us recall some of these achievements in the following. If R is a
regular ring containing a field K and I an ideal of R, then the local
cohomology modules of R have the following properties:
 . j  i ..1 H H R is injective, where m is any maximal ideal of R;m I
 . i . i .2 id H R F dim H R ;R I I
 . i .3 The set of the associated primes of H R is finite;I
 . i .4 All the Bass numbers of H R are finite.I
i . i . i .Here id H R stands for the injective dimension of H R , dim H RR I I I
i .stands for the dimension of the support of H R in Spec R, and the jthI
i .Bass number of H R with respect to a prime P of R is defined asI
 j   i . ... w xlength Ext K, H R , where K is the fraction field of RrP Ba .K R , p I P
w xThe above results were established by Huneke and Sharp Hu-Sh when
w xK is of positive characteristic p and by Lyubeznik Ly when K is of
characteristic zero. The method of Lyubeznik is completely different from
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that of Huneke and Sharp. While Huneke and Sharp use the Frobenius
w xfunctor, Lyubeznik uses the theory of D-modules developed in Bj .
In this paper, we will use higher derivations to study the local cohomol-
ogy modules of a unramified regular ring, especially the local cohomology
ww xxmodules of the formal power series ring K X , X , . . . , X over either a1 2 n
 .field or a complete p-ring K. We can give a uniform proof for results 1
 .and 2 cited above. The treatment of the paper should be thought as a
w xnatural extension of that of Lyubeznik Ly . One important thing of our
method is that it gives one an insight to the study of the local cohomology
modules of unramified regular local rings containing no field. In the paper,
we can prove that if R is a unramified regular local ring containing no
field and m is its unique maximal ideal, then
 . i  j ..i id H H R F 1 for all ideal I and for all i, j;R m I
 . i . i .ii id H R F dim H R q 1 for all ideal I and for all i.R I I
2. HIGHER DERIVATIONS
It is well known that, in the context of positive characteristic p, the
concept of derivation, thus the D-modules, has less interest, and a more
meaningful concept is that of higher derivation. The theory of higher
w xderivation was initiated by Hasse and Schmidt Ha-Sc . In this section, we
recall a few standard facts about higher derivations and give some special
examples needed in the rest of the paper.
 .Let K be a subring of the ring R. The notation Der R stands for theK
set of K-derivations of R. A higher K-derivation from R to R is a
 .sequence D s D , D , D , . . . of K-linear maps such that D is the0 1 2 0
identity map of R and for all n G 1, x, y g R
D xy s D x D y . .  .  .n i j
iqjsn
ww xx These conditions are equivalent to saying that the map E : R ª R t tt
.an indeterminate defined by
`
iE x s D x t .  .t i
is0
 .  .is a K-algebra homomorphism with E x s x mod t . We will uset
 .HDer R to denote the set of all higher K-derivations of R.K
 .Remark 2.1. i Let D be a higher K-derivation of R. Then D g1
 .Der R .K
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 .ii Suppose R contains a field of characteristic zero, and d g
 .  2 n .Der R . Then D s 1, d, d r2!, . . . , d rn!, . . . is a higher K-derivationK
of R.
 .  .iii Suppose R is a ring of prime characteristic p. Let d g Der R ,K
 .D g HDer R . Then for x g R and r an positive integerK
r p rp p
rd x s 0, D x s D x , and .  .  . .p 1
D x p
r s 0 for all 0 - n - pr . .n
 .iv Let S be a multiplicative subset of R. Then every K-derivation
 .resp. higher K-derivation of R extends uniquely to the ring R .S
 . w xEXAMPLES 2.2. a Let R s K X , X , . . . , X be the ring of polynomi-1 2 n
wals in n variables over a field K of characteristic p ) 0. By Mat2,
xTheorem 30.2 and 30.3 , one can easily see that R is 0-smooth over K.
 .  .Thus for any d g Der R there exists a D g HDer R such thatK K
w xD s d by Mat2, Theorem 27.1 .1
 . ww xxb Let R s K X , X , . . . , X be the ring of formal power series1 2 n
in n variables over a field K. The K-linear derivations form a free
R-module on the n generators d , d , . . . , d , where d : R ª R is the1 2 n j
partial differential with respect to X , d d s d d , and d r y rd s ­ rr­ Xj i j j i i i i
 n .for all i, j and all r g R. If ch K s 0, then 1, d , . . . , d rn!, . . . is a higheri i
K-derivations on R. If ch K s p ) 0, it is known that R is not always
w x0-smooth over K. In fact, Tanimoto Tan proved that R is 0-smooth over
w p xK only when ch K s p, and K : K is finite. Thus we cannot use Theo-
w xrem 27.1 in Mat2 to assert that there exists a higher K-derivation D suchi
 .  .that D s d for each i 1 F i F n . However, R is the completion of thei 1 i
w xpolynomial ring S s K X , X , . . . , X with respect to the ideal m s1 2 n
 .X , X , . . . , X of S, and each d is the natural extension of the partial1 2 n i
differential dX with respect to X of S. Let DX be a higher K-derivation oni i
X X X  s. sykS such that D s d . It is easy to check that D m ; m for all s G k.1 k
Hence DX can be extended naturally as a higher K-derivation D on R. In
 .particular, we have proved that, for each d 1 F i F n there exists ai
 .  .higher K-derivation D g HDer R such that D s d .i K i 1 i
 .The higher derivations given in Examples 2.2 b will play an important
role in the rest of the paper. In fact, we need the following generalization
 .of Examples 2.2 b to treat the case of unramified regular local ring
containing no field.
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ww xxPROPOSITION 2.3. Let R s K X be the ring of formal power series in
one ¨ariables o¨er a ring K ; let d : R ª R be the partial differential with
respect to X. Then there exists a higher K-deri¨ ation D such that D s d.1
Proof. Set D to be the identity map on R. For each positive integer n,0
s s syn .  . define D : R ª R as D X s X for all s here, we use then n n
0 s . .  .convention X s 1, and note that s 0 for s - n , D a s 0 fornn
 .a g K, and D is K-linear on R. We assert that D s D , D , D , . . . is an 0 1 2
higher K-derivation on R.
In fact, for any two elements x, y g R, we can write
x s a q a X q ??? qa X n q ??? , y s b q b X q ??? qb X n q ??? ,0 1 n 0 1 n
where a , b g K for all i, j. So xy s c q c X q ??? qc X n q ??? , wherei j 0 1 n
c s  a b . Thus for each positive integer n we haven iqjsn i j
` `
kk kynD xy s c D X s c X . .  . n k n k  /n
ks0 ks0
On the other hand, observe that
` ` sr ry i syjD x D y s a X b X .  .   i j r s /  /j /  /i
iqjsn iqjsn rs0 ss0
` ` sr rqsyns a b X  r s  /  /ji
rs0 ss0 iqjsn
`
k kyns c X k  /n
ks0
sr r q s . .  .because  s . Hence we have provedjiq jsn i n
D xy s D x D y .  .  .n i j
iqjsn
and thus D is the desired higher K-derivation.
The following result is an immediate consequence of Proposition 2.3
w xx ww xxww xxbecause of R s K X , X , . . . , X s K X , X , . . . , X X .1 2 n 1 2 ny1 n
ww xxCOROLLARY 2.4. Let R s K X , X , . . . , X be a ring of formal power1 2 n
series in n ¨ariables o¨er a ring K. Let d : R ª R be the partial differentiali
 .with respect to X 1 F i F n . Then there exists a higher deri¨ ation D suchi i
 .  . wwthat D s d and D is tri¨ ial on the subring K X , . . . , X , X ,i 1 i i k 1 iy1 iq1
xx. . . , X for k G 1.n
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3. D-MODULES
In this section we introduce the notion of D-modules which is a natural
w xextension of the usual D-modules studied in Bj .
 .Let K be a subring of a ring R. We define D R, K as the subring of
 .  <  . 4Hom R, R generated by the set D D g HDer R , n G 1 and theK n K
 .multiplications by elements of R. By a D R, K -module we always mean a
 .  .left D R, K -module. The injective ring homomorphism R ª D R, K
that sends r to the map R ª R which is the multiplication by r gives
 .  .D R, K a structure of an R-algebra. Every D R, K -module M is auto-
matically an R-module via this map. Note that the usual differential ring
 .  .D R, K , which is a subring of Hom R, R generated by K-derivationsK
 .and the multiplications by elements of R, is a subring of D R, K .
 .  .EXAMPLES 3.1. i The natural action of D R, K on R makes R a
 .D R, K -module.
 .  .ii If M is a D R, K -module and S ; R is a multiplicative subset
 .of R, then M carries a natural structure of D R, K -module. Namely forS
 .  .r g R we set r xrs s rxrs, and for D g HDer R and n G 1 we setK
D xrs s D 1rs D x , .  .  .n i j
iqjsn
 .  .where D 1rs is uniquely determined by Remark 1.1 iv . In particular,i
 .  .D R, K has a natural structure of D R, K -module. This implies thatS
 .D R, K has a natural ring structure and M has a natural structure ofS S
 .D R, K -module.S
 .In general, the ring D R, K does not have too many good properties,
 .so neither does the ring D R, K . It is well known that if K is a field of
characteristic zero and R is a ring of formal power series in a finite
 . wnumber of variables over K, Then D R, K is left and right noetherian Bj,
x3.1.6 .
ww xxIn the rest of the section, we assume that R s K X , X , . . . , X is the1 2 n
 .formal power series ring with n variables over a ring K. Let d 1 F i F ni
be the partial differential with respect to X . We say a subring S ofi
 .D R, K is admissible if R ; S, d g S for 1 F i F n, and for each i therei
 .  .exists a higher K-derivation D such that D s d and D g S for alli i 1 i i n
 .n G 1. Clearly, the ring D R, K is always admissible by Corollary 2.4. If K
 .is a field of characteristic zero, then D R, K is an admissible subring of
 .D R, K by Remark 2.1.
Now, we turn to prove an interesting proposition which is a natural
w xextension of Proposition 2.3 in Ly .
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ww xxPROPOSITION 3.2. Let K be a field, let R s K X , X , . . . , X be a ring1 2 n
of formal power series in n ¨ariables o¨er K, and let m be the maximal ideal of
 .R. Let E K be the injecti¨ e hull of the residue field K of R in the category ofR
 .R-modules and c be a nonzero element of E K with mc s 0. Suppose S isR
 .  .an admissible subring of D R, K . Then E K has a natural structure of anR
 .S-module and as an R-module, Sc , E K .R
 . n .Proof. Since R is regular, E K s H R . Since m is generated byR m
X , X , . . . , X it follows from the property of local cohomology that1 2 n
E K " R rN , .R X X ? ? ? X1 2 n
n  .  .where N s  R . So, by Examples 3.1 ii , E K has ais1 X ? ? ? X X ? ? ? X R1 iy1 iq1 n
 .natural structure of D R, K -module, and thus has a natural structure of
 .  .S-module. To prove Sc , E K , it suffices to prove S 1rX X ??? X sR 1 2 n
R for the S-module R . We use induction on i to assertX X ? ? ? X X X ? ? ? X1 2 n 1 2 n
that if
i1r X X ??? X g S 1rX X ??? X .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
then
iq11r X X ??? X g S 1rX X ??? X .  .1 2 2 1 2 n
and the conclusion follows immediately from this fact.
 . i  .Suppose 1r X X ??? X g S 1rX X ??? X . If ch K s 0 or ch K s p1 2 n 1 2 n
and p ¦ i, then
ni iq1d d ??? d 1r X X ??? X s yi 1r X X ??? X . .  .  . .  .1 2 n 1 2 n 1 2 n
 .nNote that yi f m. So
iq11r X X ??? X g S 1rX X ??? X . .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
< rIf p i, we can choose an integer j such that i s p j and p ¦ j. Since S is
 .an admissible subring of D R, K , there exist higher K-derivations D ,1
 .D , . . . , D such that D s d for 1 F k F n. Observe that2 n k 1 k
p rj
r r rD D ??? D 1r X X ??? X .  .  .  . .p p p1 2 n 1 2 n
r r .n p p jq1s yj 1r X X ??? X . .  . /1 2 n
Hence
iq11r X X ??? X g S 1rX X ??? X .  .1 2 n 1 2 n
because j f m and p G 2. That completes the proof.
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Our main result in the paper is the following which extends Theorem
 . w x2.4 a in Ly to positive characteristic p.
ww xxTHEOREM 3.3. Let R s K X , X , . . . , X be a ring of formal power1 2 n
 .series in n ¨ariables o¨er a field K, let S be an admissible subring of D R, K ,
and let M be a S-module. If dim M s 0, then M is an injecti¨ e R-module.R
 4 Proof. Let e be a K-basis of the scole of M recall the scole of Mi ig I
.is the submodule annihilated by the maximal ideal of R . It is clear that
 .N s  S e is a submodule of M. By Proposition 3.2, N is injectiveig I i
R-module, so M s N [ N X, where N X is an R-module supported only at
the maximal ideal of R. Since the natural map N ª M induces an
isomorphism on the scoles, N X s 0, so M s N. This proves the theorem.
4. LOCAL COHOMOLOGY MODULES OF REGULAR
RINGS CONTAINING A FIELD
In this section, we study the injective dimension of the ith local
i .cohomology module H R for a regular ring R containing a field and anI
ideal I of R by means of Theorem 3.3 in the last section. This method is
w xessentially as the same as that of Lyubeznik Ly .
First of all, we recall a useful description of local cohomology modules.
 .Let R be a noetherian ring and I s f , f , . . . , f be an ideal of R. Let1 2 s
ÆM be an R-module. We get a complex from the Cech complex
0 ª M ª [M ª M ª [M ª ???f f f f f fi i j i j k
i .whose ith cohomology module is H M . Here the map M ªI f ? ? ? fi i1 j
M induced by the corresponding differential is the natural localiza-f ? ? ? fk k1 jq1
 .  4  4tion up to sign if i , . . . , i is a subset of k , . . . , k and is 0 otherwise.1 j 1 jq1
ww xxThus if R s K X , X , . . . , X is the formal power series ring in n1 2 n
 .variables over a ring K and S is an admissible subring of D R, K , then
i .H M is also a S-module for a S-module M and for all ideals I of R. InI
j i ..particular, H H R is a S-module for all i, j. The following result is anI J
immediate consequence of Theorem 3.3.
ww xxPROPOSITION 4.1. Let R s K X , X , . . . , X be a ring of formal power1 2 n
series in n ¨ariables o¨er a field K, let m be the maximal ideal of R, and I be
i  j ..an ideal of R. Then H H R is injecti¨ e for all i, j.m I
Now, we are ready for the main result of this section.
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 w x  . .xTHEOREM 4.2 cf. Ly , Corollary 3.6 a b . Let R be any regular K-alge-
bra o¨er a field K and let I be an ideal of R. Then
 . j  i ..a H H R is injecti¨ e for e¨ery maximal ideal m of R.m I
 .  i ..  i ..b id H R F dim H R .R I R I
 . j  i .. j  i  ..Proof. a Since H H R , H H R , we can assume that Rm I m R IR mm m
Ãis local and m is the maximal ideal of R. Let R be the completion of R
j i Ã j i Ã  ..   ..with respect to m. Then H H R m R , H H R . By Cohen'sÃ Ãm I m R IR
Ãstructure theorem R is a ring of formal power series in several variables
Ã j i Ã  ..over a coefficient field K or R. By Proposition 4.1, H H R is anÃ Ãm R IR
Ã Ã Ã .  .injective R-module of dimension 0. Because E RrmR s E Rrm , thusÃR R
j  i ..  .H H R is injective. This proves a .m I
 .  i ..  i ..  i  ..b id H R F dim H R if and only if id H R FR I R I R IR PP P
i  ..dim H R for all primes P of R. Thus we can assume R is local andR IR PP P
 i ..m is the maximal ideal of R. By induction on dim H R we can assumeR I
that for all non-maximal primes P,
id H i R F dim H i R - dim H i R . .  .  .R IR P R R P IP P P P
U i . kHence, if J is a minimal injective resolution of H R , all J withI
i . 0 k . kk G dim H R are supported at m, i.e., H J s J for k GR I m
i .  . w xdim H R . By a and Ly, Lemma 1.4 , we conclude that all the differen-R I
k kq1 i . U ktials J ª J are zero for k G dim H R . Since J is minimal, J s 0R I
i .  .for k ) dim H R . This proves b .R I
Now, we make a remark before the end of the section.
 . w xRemark 4.3. i Readers who have read the paper Ly may find that we
w xdo not consider the functor T defined in Ly, Sect. 1 . For this functor, one
 .can give a proof similar to that of Lyubeznik of the result which states
 .that the injective dimension of T R is no more than the dimension of
 .T R for a regular ring R containing a field of positive characteristic.
 .  .ii It seems very interesting to study admissible subrings of D R, K
ww xxfor the formal power series ring R s K X , X , . . . , X over a field K of1 2 n
positive characteristic. A natural question is whether there exists an
admissible subring such that it is both left and right noetherian.
5. LOCAL COHOMOLOGY OF UNRAMIFIED REGULAR
LOCAL RINGS CONTAINING NO FIELD
In this section, we study the injective dimensions of local cohomology
modules of unramified regular local rings containing no field.
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THEOREM 5.1. Let R be an unramified regular local ring containing no
field and let m be its maximal ideal. Then
 . j  i ..i id H H R F 1 for e¨ery ideal I of R and for all i, j.R m I
 . i . i .ii id H R F dim H R q 1 for e¨ery ideal I of R and for all i.R I I
 .  .Proof. i Similar to the proof of Theorem 1.2 a , we may assume
ww xxR s K X , X , . . . , X is a ring of formal power series in n variables1 2 n
 .over a complete p-ring K. Note that D R, K is always admissible, and for
 .every element d g D R, K , d is K-linear. Thus we can naturally derive
 .  .from D R, K an admissible subring S of D RrpR, KrpK . In fact we can
 .choose S to be the subring of D RrpR, KpK generated by elements of
 . i .RrpR and D for all D g HDer R, K and all n. Since H R is an I
j i .   ..  .D R, K -module, it is clear that H H R is a D R, K -module.m Ip
j i j i  ..   ..Consider the map H H R ª H H R . It is easy to see that bothm I m I
the kernel N and the cokernel N X of this map are S-modules of dimension
 . Xas RrpR-modules zero. Since S is admissible, we conclude that N, N
are injective RrpR-modules by Theorem 3.3. Thus
Ext k Rrm, N s 0 and Ext k Rrm, N X s 0 .  .R R
j  i ..for all k G 2. Set M s H H R . Consider the short exact sequencesm I
0 ª N ª M ª pM ª 0
0 ª pM ª M ª N X ª 0.
We have the following exact sequences
0 ª Ext2 Rrm, M ª Ext2 Rrm, pM ª 0 .  .R R
??? ª Ext2 Rrm, pM ª Ext2 Rrm, M ª 0. .  .R R
p
2 2 .  .Hence Ext Rrm, M ª Ext Rrm, M is a surjective map. Since thisR R
2  .map is trivial, we assert that Ext Rrm, M s 0. Therefore id M F 1R R
because dim M s 0.R
 . i .ii By induction on dim H R we can assume that for every non-I
i  . i . Umaximal prime ideal P of R, id H R - id H R . Let J be aR I p R IP p
i . k i .minimal injective resolution of H R . Thus all J with k G dim H R qI I
0 k . k i .1 are supported at m, i.e., H J s J for k G dim H R q 1. Setm I
k 0 k . j  i ..E s H J for all i. Thus the local cohomology H H R can bem m I
computed as the homology of the complex
­ 0 ­ 1 ­ 20 1 20 ª E ª E ª E ª ??? .
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Set Z j s Ker ­ j, B j s Im ­ j. Now we use induction to conclude that
 j. jid Z F 1 and B is injective for all j. Suppose the conclusion holds forR
those k - j. Consider the exact sequences
0 ª B jy1 ª Z j ª H j H i R ª 0. . .m I
 . j  i .. jy1By i , id H H R F 1, and by induction hypothesis, B is injective,R m I
so id Z j F 1. Moreover, we have the exact sequenceR
0 ª Z j ª E j ª B j ª 0
and thus B j is injective. In particular we have proved that id Zd F 1, forR
i . dq2d s dim H R . Hence E s 0 becauseI
Zd ª Ed ª Edq1 ª Edq2 ª ???
d  .is a minimal injective resolution of Z . This proves ii .
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